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'Music Man' Debuts

"The Music Man" by Meredith
Willson is scheduled to debut as
the spring theater arts production,
on May 30, June 1, and June 2 at
8 p.m. in the school auditorium.
The price of Admission is two dollars. Tickets will be a vailabl'E! in
the Business Office.
The play takes place in River
City. Harold Hill, as played by
Jerry Colker, a travelling salesman and con artist, arriV'E!s in the
small town to make some fast

Arlene Nabs Trophy
Tenth grader Arlene Greenberg
'tied for second place in the district
finals of the Lion's Club speech
competitions, according to sponsor
Ted Johnson. She was awarded a
trophy and a plaque. The topic of
the competition was "Adulthood at
18 - Its Responsibilities."

money. He goes about .conning the
entire town and convinces the people that a boys' band should be organized.
Although he knows nothing about music, he convinces the
townspeople to ol'der instruments,
uniforms, and music. He then plans
to take the money and run, but he
unexpectedly falls in love with
Marian Paroo, the town music teacher, played by Michele Gruska.
This presents many new problems
for Harold.
Other featured lead performers
include Steve Lewis, Brian Greer,
Steve Memel, Jennifer Lubeck,
Kathy Walters, Leora Britvan.
The choreographer and director of
"The Music Man" is Don Bondi,
<J.nd the musical direction is provided by Dr. William Teaford.
Colker declared that this ~ "one
of the best shows Hamilton has ever
produced."

Yank Artists Clean Up
• Hamilton's art department has announced that two students, David
Hamada and Mark Wasserman, have
been awarded art scholarships by
Pepperdine University.
Hamada's was a full tuition four
year scholarship, while Wasserman
won a total of $2,700, or $300 for
each tri-semester for four years.
The awards were granted after a

competition that attracted entrants
from all over southern California.
Debbie Price added to the awards
to the art students by winning a
first place trophy for her poster
urging community support for CA_THY (Community Assistance to
Homeless Youngsters l, which places
children in foster homes.

•••

Deans' List Honors Seven
Seven Hamilton High School
graduates have been named to the
Deans' Honor List for the Fall 1972
semester, announced James N. Cox,
acting president of Los Angeles
City College.
The seven include Rita Baum,
Fredrick Brenion, Grant Day, Elizabeth Mok, Jean Savasky, Gail
Slobodkin, and Barry Turchen.
To win the honor, students achieved at least a 3.6 grade point
average in at least 12 college units.
Those named will be honored at
a tea on Thursday, May 3, by
the faculty and Board of Trustees for the college.

*

*

UCLA Grants Alumni Awards
Four Hamilton High School

Surpr·ses

A boxed lunch, a talent show,
results of the senior poll, and entertainment provided by Stan
Mayo and company were all highlights of Senior Day, which took
place on Friday, April 27, during
periods one through four in the
auditorium. Approximately 400
seniors attended the event.
The festivities began when M.C.
Tommy Stills introduced "T~
Soulful Rhythm Foundations" who
provided the seniors with music.
The next band to appear was "The
Third -World," followed by a modern dance performance. Music
continued through the entire program with "The Celestial Family"
and the "Provisor Band" providing
the sounds
Mayo's surprise appearance kept
the senior class rocking with music
until the boxed lunches were distributed.
The climax of Senior Day was
the results of the senior poll, a~ follows: Most Active: Craig E·hrlich
and Helen Goldfeld; Most Apathetic: Bob Bondonno and Sharon Heller; The Dizziest: Glenn Ford and
Tomasita Spann; The Rowdiest:
Arno Sakata and Brenda Sims;
The Most Likely to Succeed: Craig
Ehrlich and Esther Zac.k; The Best
Dressed: Kenny Buckner and Sara
Barjam; Most Conceited: Jerry
Colker and Lisa Jaffe; The Funniest: Bobby Ring and Donna Siegal.
Most Athletic: Gregory Preston
and Sandy Cagan; The Class Flirt:

Gregory Preston and Debbie Rubenstein; The Class Gossip: Larry
Smoller and Helen Goldfeld; Most
Mysterious: Ivan Elder and Darryl
Williams; Most Loving: Curtis
Nishiyama and Marne Ruja; Most
Talented: Jerry Colker and Olga
Sneed; Most Spirited: Danny Stills
and Paula Shimatsu; The Tallest:
Ronnie Tyus and Laurie Rolfe; The
Smallest: Gerald Beckwith and
Annie Iriye; Best Build and Figure:
Jerry Colker and Darryl Williams;
Best Natural: Mike Hilton and
Denise White; Best Hair: Matthew
Mock and Donna Steinman; The
Cutest Smile: Craig Ehrlich and
Dawnc Stokes; The Cutest Eyes:
Larry Frank and Denise White;
Best Legs: Alan Brown and Dar.ryl
Williams; and the final category
- Skinniest Legs: Paul Mills and
Stephanie Lewis.
The senior day events were completed by the distribution of the
!Joxed lunches.

El·ections May 18
Primary elections for student
body, league, and class officers
are slated for Friday, May 18.
Final elections will be held
Wednesday, May 23.
Platforms and meet-the-candidate assemblies are being organized for presentation to the
voters by Paula Shimatsu, current 12th grade representative
for student council.

Sealbearers Win Recognition
This year's Sealbearer Recognition is scheduled for Friday, May
11, according to Mrs. Wanda Hoagland, Nevian and Scalbcarer sponsor. The program will include a movie, refreshments, and certificates
awarded to 'the forty-two Sealbearers.
It is possible, according to Mrs
Hoagland, that additional seniors
will qualify for lifetime membership
in the California Scholarship Federa'tion (with gold seals affixed to
the diplomas) with their A-12 marks.
Those to be honored by members
of the administration and faculty
include: Frank Alpert, Marcie Arnesty, Tracy Baer, Craig Breitman,

Michael Cheskes, Ronna Claymon,
Jerry Colker, Kevin Colton, Rita
Del Rosario, Ro~ Lynn Fisher, Lisa
Friedlander, Joel Gerston, Ricky
Glassman, Nina Goldin, Helen Goldfeld, Gail Gornick, Ricky Grossman,
Diane Harris, Scott Holtz, Annie
Iriye, and Lee Jaslow.
Dena Kanner, Lillian Koller,
Yoon Lee, Juanita Merchant, Janice
Miyakawa, Matthew Mock, Dean
Noritake, Debbie Oliver, Paul Ornstein, Mark Parry, Paul Pearlson,
Ilene Pick, Mori Rubin, Cindy Ryne,
Georgina Sato, Paula Shimatsu, Allen Simkin, Larry Smoller, Sandy
Slept, Gail Yamanaka, and Robert
Zipser.

The News in Brief • • •

Seniors have been awarded Alumni Scholarships by the University of California, Los Angeles, announced Richard C. Williger, Vice
President Admissions and Scholarship, UCLA Alumni Board of
Directors.
The four are Lillian Brenda Koller, Marleece Goo Sun, Roselyn
Fisher, and Magdi Basta.

M. Thompson 'Out of This World'
Hamilton senior Mark Thompson was a fourth place winner in
an "Other Worlds" art contest
sponsored by Immaculate Heart
College. The 1,000 entrants depicted their conception of the
scenes astronauts in the year 2021
would view (2021 happens to ll!'
the address of the college J.

*
Magdi Basta

Other contestants from Hamilton included Julie Bernstein, Marcia Callahan, Dan Fitch, David Hamada, Jose Perez, Eve Robinson,
and Geraldine Daffron.

*
Regent Scholar

Hamilton senior Magdi Basta
is the recipient of a Regent's Scholarship awarded by UCLA. The
award is given to the most outstanding entering freshmen.
Basta's award includes a $100
honorarium, plus $1400 in scholrship money.

*

*

Photo Salon Set
The thirty-first Annual Hamilton
Photo Salon will be held June 68. Entry rules may be obtained

in the Photo Lab, room 610, from
Mrs. Brenda Abramson.
Jt.

Jt.

Career Day May 24
Career Day has been postponed
until May 24. Again all students
are urged to participate in this program by Ted Johnson, the sponsor.

*

*

Orientation for
New Students Sunday
The Hamilton Community Advisory Council is inviting all incoming tenth graders and their parents to an orientation program
and tour of the campus on May 6.
The program will begin promptly
at 1 p.m. and will conclude at
4 p.m.

THE
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Graffiti: Sign of Times
Gr~ffiti,

~~fined

~rt

as
by Webster's dictionary, is the ancient
of
drawmg or wntmg scratched on a wall or other surface. The history
of graffiti dates as far back as the Egyptians, who drew pictures on the
walls of caves. Now graffiti has become an art, with extensive studies
made about it. Several books have been written on this subject, and
courses are offered on it. Graffiti is the psychological need to write
on walls, the need to leave something of oneself. Well, on the back of
bathroom doors there's a lot left of other people.
While one is using the bathroom, the graffiti provides free entertainment. Many Hamilton students might be surprised to find their names
on the doors at Hami. Usually it's something unpleasant written about
them, and embatTassing for them to read. One might also find some
racial slurs on the doors.
Then there is the dialogue in which one person will have written a
remark about someone; then as others read, more comments are added.
Occasionally someone will write something meaningful, the type of
saying that one would find on bumper stickers or posters, such as,
"Smile; it increases your face value," or "Have a nice day."
Then there is always the typical type of graffiti which is as old as
Father Time, "So and so loves so and so forever." During World War II
the words "Kilroy was here" could be found oo most items that could
be written on.
While one is enjoying the advantage of the entertainment which
graffiti has to offer, the disadvantages must be looked upon also, such
as when graffiti leaves the bathroom door and goes to other surfaces.
It's difficult to find a store wall which has not been written on. It
seems like a clean, white wall is a temptation many people cannot
resist. The City of New York spends thousands of dollars repainting
the surfaces of subway ,cars that kids write on as soon as the paint
drys. Other cities also spend plenty of money that could go to other
causes, trying to whitewash over the graffiti, especially the obscene
remarks. How some people can write on surfaces that seem so hard or
awkward to reach, I'll never know. Usually the worst remarks are in
the hardest places to try to reach to wash off.
CUstodians have enough work picking up the trash from the streets
without having to clean off the trash written on the walls. Walls collect
plenty of dirt from the pollution in the air without having to hold the
extra pollution written on them. I hope that in the future if graffiti must
remain, it will be only on the back of bathroom doors, or on the paper
that schools put on the walls for that purpose. The time the people
spend writing on the walls, and the time people spend trying to wash
it off, could be used for something more constructive.
J.H.

C0~\1(1\JCJENJL

It is not true that all Hamilton students are entirely apathetic to-

ward high school. There are a substantial number of students who are
indeed enjoying high school and can be considered "spirited." Unfortunately, the majority of students couldn't care less, and until graduation,
they think of nothing less than that magic hour at the end of their
day.
The reasons for this overwhelming lack of school spirit can be
debated for weeks, without a solution being resolved. Many feel it
is the fault of the students themselves by not getting involved in
school activities. Others blame the parents for a lack of interest. Apart
from these sources, I feel the faculty also deserves credit for some of
the blame.
Those students who are really dedicated to helping their school
and(or particular organization put many hours of their time into planning anr promoting activities for students. Unlike some faculty members
that are paid for working with students in this way, students receive
nothing out of their services except their own personal satisfaction and
the few service points which, in many cases, are unnecessary.
When the March of Events comes around every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, many teachers dread its recitation and may haphazardly
forget or simply pass it around. Many of those who do read it, do so
with a very monotone, satirical style. Because the promotions of
certain activities planned by concerned students are presented in a
very boring, cynical way by the teacher, it is no wonder that the
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DecIsI0n App auded
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A year ago when the permit
freeze was first applied to Hamilton and two of its contributing
junior high schools, many residents
looked upon the move with skepticism, assuming that the policy
would not be continued and that
there was not going to be a serious
attempt to keep Hamilton (or any
school) from becoming segregated.
The action just performed by the
Board of Education in extending
the freeze for the next year disputes the cynical assumption. The
effects of the freeze in force for
such a short time at Hamilton
(actually tbe first semester was
not a good test as so few persons
tend to transfer in mid-year) are
already evident, Prospects that the
racial balance at Hamilton (and
at other schools where the freeze
was extended last semester) will
revert to the desired 70-30 ratio
are good.
At the 70 "other white" (not
including Spanish surname) percentage-30 minority percentage,
it is unlikely that a school will
tip over from integrated to segregated.
Under the permit policy known
as the "freeze," no minority students will be given permits into ..a
school and no majority student
will be given one out.
The school board also voted to

'Apathy' Is a Cop-out.

FOR CERTIFIED
DRIVER TRAINING
CALL
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place strict limitations upon two
common types of permits. First,
students attending a school open to
permits may not automatically expect a permit to a higher school
that is in racial imbalance even if
that school is the one that normally would be in sequence from the
lower schol.
The other permit, much abused
in past years, to be restricted
and carefully scrutinized is the
medical permit. Requests for such
permits must be reviewed by a
school physician. jif the permit is
granted, the student will not necessarilly go to the school of his
choice nor will he be allowed to
compete in athletics of any kind.
With the continuation of the
freeze, Hamilton is ensured of the
many advantages of remaining an
integrated school. We applaud the
forsight of those in our .community who first proposed the freeze
and the many community members
of all ethnic backgrounds who
have enthusiastically viewed the
realistic efforts on the part of our
Board of Education. The freeze is
wol1king; other schools are profiting from the integration being
brought to them; and eventually
our nation will be the richer for'
all people learning to live in mutual respect.

• • • • • • • • • •

listeners regard them, as well as student activities, stupid and uninteresting.
Oftentimes, club secretaries will ponder for hours trying to think of
something clever and witty to promote the club's activity. Because a
teacher may hate to read it, he or she will pick out the old five "W's"
and one "H" to recite.
My third period teacher, for example, refused to read the bulletins
for the prom because "no one would go anyway." It is this attitude
which discourages students from attending activities. Perhaps more
students would attend the prom if the teachers would at least be optimistic and sympathetic to those who had worked so hard for its success.
Some gym classes, however, are the hardest hit. A few teachers
not only fail to read the MOE but also forget (or refuse) to pass out
the Federalists, Junior-Senior Bulletins and other important papers
to students. Of course, students will never know what is happening
at Hamilton if someone doesn't tell them!
There is no excuse for this lack of interest by teachers. Third period
classes are extended to carry on homeroom business. If it is utterly
impossible for a teacher to read the bulletin without crying or cracking
up, he should give it to a concerned student to read for him. There are
many students who care about school, and a lot more would, if teachers,
at least, were more positive in presenting the activities and scheduled
meetings planned for them.
M.N.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS?
COUNSELING and SELECTION
ELEMENTARY and SECONDARY
DAY and BOARDING
For Info: 784-6206

American College Placement
16000 Ventura Blvd., Encino

DRIYSR TRAINING
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DRIVING SCHOOL
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TheAcademyAwards
The chapter of the Academy
Awards entitled "1972" has been
completed and filed away. Each
year's ceremony is beginning to
look like a re-run of previous ceremonies.
Thl.' ceremony begins with an ovei·donl.' Hollywood production number
introducing the program. Although
the costumes and songs vary from
year to year, the basic routine does
not. There is usually an aging actress singing and dancing her way
across an overdecorated set, boring
the audience for nearly fifteen minutes.
The Master of Ceremonies reads
the cue card introductions of the
actors and actresses who will be
presenting the awards to their peers.
These presentors also read their
own scripts, complete with jokes
that are not funny, to give away
Oscar.
Hollywood actresses vie for the imaginary award "Most Outrageously
Dressed." They each compete their
own way, but the goal is the same
for all.
A technique that has stayed with us
throughout 'the years of the Oscar
presentations is the camera's panning of the audience. The camera
alwa,ys seems to capture the famous
personality when he is about to
catch up on his sleep. The camera
also singles out the nominees of
a certain category just before the
winner of that category is announced.. This somewhat forces the
candidate to maintain his smiling
face when he loses.
There always seem to be "shoeins," disappointments, and surprises
in each category. An entire psychology surrounds the A c a d e m y
Awards. There are sympathy votes
for actors and actresses who (though

they may not have done an expert
job in the role that received the
nomination) have done excellent
work in past performances that did
not receive awards. Actors may
cancel each other out of winning if
two actors from the same film receive nominations in the same category. If an actor has appeared- in
two or more films during the year,
chances are tha:t he will not receive
a nomination for any of the films.
There do seem to be a few new
"tricks" at the Acade~y Award
ceremonies. Some actors and actresses try to get the audience's attention making wise-cracks, unfavorable remarks, or untimely giggles
barely loud enough to hear. They
discretely poke fun at the nominees,
films, remarks, or songs in their
own subtle way before millions of
people.
Another category has recently been
invented. It is called the "I can't
except the awar'd because . . ."
category. I admit that tht> Oscars
are in need of fresh material, but
this new category does not solve
the problem. The actors who protest
are sometimes sincere, but the method of getting attention is lacking.
Why should we drag the National
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences into the picture <excuse the pun I?
Neveretheless, the A cad e my
Awards are exciling and eventful.
They arouse curiousity in most of
us. The special tributes are always
moving. The film clips are interesting. Even 'the acceptance spe-eches have a nice quality. So in spite
of the flaws, once a year viewers
sit in front of the television set hoping to catch a glimpse of their favorite stars.
K.A.

rudnick's
The Place To Go
For
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9:30-6:00 Sat.
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By Michele Newman
Many of us today are striving
for equality, righteousness, and a
utopian society. However, we are
also striving for the car keys, personal freedoms, and MONEY! Since
the .latter goals appear to be more
necessary than the previous ones,
many of us find ourselves looking
for work or developing new rules to
"con thy parents out of thy wallet."
Some jobs, like fifty cents an hour
babysitting, only resu.lt in broken
bones and nerves and do not serve
the purpose of acquiring a large
sum of money. Thus we look elsewhere for work. We are unskilled
and must, therefore, take what is
offered.
Many of my friends end up in
supermarkets, mopping up ketchup,
or standing around in department
stores wai:ting for the fluorescent
lights to flicker out. How lucl~y I
thought I was not to be stuck in
such a lowly position! I manufacture paperweights.
In the beginning, I felt it was a
challenge, a work of art, an exciting
pastime. My next E!ight hours were
spent cutting felt squares for the
bottom of the bases. Though I couldn't write for five days afterwards,
I was still rather excited about
receiving a paycheck. After about
two weeks of cutting felt and painting little pieces of plaster, I began
talking to myself and fellow laborers in a n insane manner, obviously
displaying the deterioration of my
mind.
Within the small room there were
six electric fans trying to keep the
place cool during the summer. The
other employees and I not only
got headaches but managed to work
up a sweat trying to keep everything from blowing away.
Week~. days, minutes, dragged
more slowly and paperweights began
to look even more and more ridiculous. As the "dingy hour" approached <4:00 to 5:00l, I tried to
remember the significance of paperweights and why my job was so
important.
What would happen if there were
no paperweights to hold down important documents! If the Declaration
of Independance had blown out the
window, would we still be an independent country? Would Thomas Jef-

ferson go insane if his beloved work
was lost in a wind storm? What if
Mayor Yorty's passport was lost in
an air vent? Suppose all Los Angeles
votes against school funds were
swept away?
I, therefore, concluded that paperweights had shaped the lives of
Americans, and I could be considedered a hero. I related this idea
to my boss, but still h£' refusC'd to
givP nw a raise.

Dear sPUNk

Dear sPUNk,
I have heard that you are very
concerned about the problems and
frustrations of many Hamilton students and hope to help them solve
their dilemmas. Therefore, I am
submitting my problem to you for
some advice.
During the past fifty weeks, I
have found that my schedule has
been so busy that I haven't had any
free time to myself. I have five
solids and once I finish my fiveto-seven hours of homework, the
only thing I can do is dental floss my
teeth and go to bed. During lunch
periods I am busy with group functions and meetings and cannot work
on homework at that time. Saturday
I work, and Sunday is the only day
I can catch up with my sleep. If I do
not do something soon, I will have
either a heart attack or a nervous
breakdown.
With so much on my mind, I have
become very irritable and I am
losing all my friends. I am totally
miserable. Please help me. What
should I do?
M.
Dear Miss Erable,
If you are concerned with an excess of solids, try a liquid diet. It
wouldn't be tough to schedule.
Firstly, if you're only allowed five
periods, why did you take five solids? Sign up into P.E. and excercise
your rights!
You are too young to take heart
attacks in vein even though an excess of activities CAN cause a service breakdown.
Relax. I can relish the fact that
you ca·n•t ketchup with your sleep.
It's not your salt you have so many
problems.
P.S.: About that dental floss- fangs
you for reminding me!
sPUNk

Locked Gates Create Problem

-ADIDAS LETTERMEN'S JACKETS
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It's almost two o'clock and you're
gripping your seat. ready to tear
apart anything or anyone in your
way. Then, finally, the bell rings.
You're free. and ready for a great
v.cckend. You bowl over six people
in your flight down the stairs;
then you try to demolish the volleyhall nets with your head tthc
consequence of not ducking low
(•nough.l
You're running, free as a bird,
and then you slam into the gate.
\\'hy is the gate closPd? Does the
administration really want to keep
you in school? Is Hamilton a concentration camp in disguisP? The
answer to all these questions is
NO!
\\'hen there is what has been

termed as a "critical" athletic event here at Hami, a.ll gates are
closed and rocked to prevent cars
from driving on campus and
causing the disruption of classes and
rlangerous oil spills on the playing
field.
Also, with a recent cut in campus supervision, there is no one
left to open the gatC's for students
aft~>r school. In layman's terms, we
have a basic SPl'Ul'ity pmhlcm du!·ing certain spm·ting Pvents, and
for our safety the gates a1·c locked.

So on Fridays \\hen Wl' have
spuds C'VC'nts, eomp prPparcd, and
WPa1· your own tl';l('k shol'S to jog
amund to thP front of the school
to get off tlw grounds.
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Nostalgia
Affects
Volunteers Honored
Yank Stone Mascot
UNSUNG HEROES

There are many here at Hamilton
who have worked hard for the benefit of the school but never receive
the recognition they deserve. Katie Tropper and Marie Rigian.i are
being horored as the Federalist unsung heroes.
Mrs. Lucy Molloy, sponsor of Girl
Fridays and First Ladies, submitted
the girls' names to the Federalist.
"Katie Tropper and Marie Rigiani
have always been willing to man the
switch board in the main office
whenever needed." declared Mrs.
Molloy.
Katie Tropper has been very active throughout her three year stay
at Hami. In addition to her service
through Girl Fridays, she has served
on tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade
councils. She is currently senior
class secretary. Also included in
Katie's field of activities have been
Girls' League, Drill Team, and First
Ladies.
The Federalist reporter asked Katie the reason for her involvement in
school and she replied," I like to
get involved! I guess I'm spirited
1because I'm very sentimental and I
wan't to remember my high school
years."
During her spare time Katie collects "little glass animals" and likes
doing hand crafts, such as macrame
and needlepoint. Katie also declared
she had fun during the football
season collecting buttons from the
other drill teams.

After Hamil'ton, our unsung hero
plans to go to UC Riverside to study
to become an elementary school
teacher.
Our second unsung hero, Marie
Rigiani, has served faithfully as a
Girl Friday in her junior year and
again this year as a First Lady. Het·
service to both these organizations
has been over and beyond the call
of duty.
Marie's main tiobby is swimming.
She has been somewhat disappointed
that she could not take swimming
here at school, because it was only
offered in boys' physical education.
Aside from swimming, Marie enjoys
playing basketball, and she has been
a loyal supporter of the Hami gymnastic team. She loves music of all
types and is fond of art, particularly
ceramics. Cooking pastries is another favorite.
French ranks as Marie's favorite
subject, and she hopes to go on to
become a translator for the United
Nations.
.Manning the switch board is a
tedious a:nd often frustrating job, but
our unsung heros have willingly given up many hours of their free time
to assist in this :important school
function.
Much of the Hamilton community
is not aware of the significance of
these girls' fine services; but to the
staff of the main office, their service
is indispensible. The Federalist,
therefore, salutes them.

GOLDEN
BIRD
FRIED CHICKEN
1742 LA CIENEGA BLVD.
(between Airdrome & 18th Streets)

3767 SANTA ROSALIA DR.
(Crenshaw Area)

BILL STENNIS -

Proprietor

By Kim Alpert
I wanted to interview someone important, popular, and respected at
Hamilton. Yrt. each name that came
to mind had been the subject of numerous interviews already. I was leaving school when I realized that a person fitting that description was
standing right next to me. I waited
for the hall to clear of people, got
out my pen and paper, and began
my interview with the statue of Alex·
ander Hamilton.
"Hi there, Al," I said cheerfully.
No sound came from the mouth of
the statue. I decided that I had used
the wrong approach on such a distinguished character.
"Mr. Hamilton, sir, may I ask you
a few questions for the Federalist
newspaper?"
"Oh, please do. I've been waiting
for someone to speak with me for
miiiJlY, many years."
He spoke in such a charming voice
that I knew he could be no imposter.
"How do you like it here at Hamilton High School?"
"Well, I do get a bit tired standing,
but I could not ask for nicer surroundings."
"Do you f('e] the student has
changed much since you have been
here?"

"No," he answered. The students
do not change. They still find that
I make a convenient meeting place
with their triends. They discuss,
boys, girls, teachers, weekends, and
going to the Deli."
"Mr. Hamilton," I gasped, "Am
I to understand that you evesdrop
on students' conversations?"
"I must confess. It adds some
SJ~ice to my life. But, the news n('Vcr travels furth('r than my cars."
"How do current fashion trends
affect you?"
"They don't," he said. "My style
will not change."
"No, I mean the students' dress."
"I rather like the visual enjoyment the students' attire brings into
these halls."
"Mr. Ham.itton," I began.
"You may call me Alexander."
"Thank you, Alexander. I was about to ask you what you thought about the government today."
"Oh, I never read the newspapers.
They depress me."
"I see. Well, Alexander, thank you
for speaking with me."
As I began to walking out the front
door he called, "Come again, please,
and speak to me."
"I will, Alexander I will "

AL-L A.RRA.t-JGEMENTS THR.OUGH

TRANS GLOBAL TRAVEL
6~ WIL!If·URE &.VO. LOSANGELES,CA . 90048
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ACADEMIC GUIDANCE SERVICES
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Preparation for Scholastic Aptitude Test

20 hours of intensive drill in both verbal and math ereas
Small groups forming for ned test

............................. ..

· ·· iduol Instruction for

~

Ac~~v~:~~~s

-

Tutoring in oil subjects
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Gy111nasts Shade Pali;
Perfor111ances 1111prove
Years ago, a winning Hamilton
High School gymnastics team was
as rare as an appearanre from
Haley's Comet, but not so today.
Although the Yanks fell to Uni,
135.9-126.0, despite fine all-around
efforts from Jeff Bailey, Coyal Harrison (9.0 on long horse), and
Curtis Nishiyama (7.0 on floor
ex.) , Hami's young fleet strangled
the Palisades Dolphins 106.43103.02 in a Western League meet
at Pall. Yankee coach Dave Lertzman was quite surprised with the
margin of victory and revealed his
pleasure over a determined squad
that performed with pride, spirit,
and enthusiasm.
Coyal Harrison Shines
Hamilton settled the score early
with a 21.4-17.6 victory on the long
horse. Harrison, star of his particular Yankee unit, notched a firstplace 7.8 to earn the top mark of
the dual. Harrison, who has already qualified for league prelims
in his event, was followed by Tim
Spealrer's 3rd (6.9) and Jeff Bail-

:=ccccccccccccc

CERTIFIED TRAINING
• 45 81X H0Uit8
P'ltiVATE LE880N8

DEFENSIVE :!RIVING SCHOOLS

MIIM.I!R NATONAL .A .. I!TY COUNCIL
P'ROM VALLEY

ey's 4th (6.7).
Curtis Nishiyama Wins
Nishiyama edged a tight field
to gain another Yankee first: a
victory in floor excercise. Nishiyama's 6.3 attracted close competition from Bailey (3rd-6.1) and
Bill Childers (5th-5.6).
Harrison disturbed a Pali scoring effort again with a victory on
the side horse. His 4.3 was almost
equalled by Wayne Felder's 4.0
effort.
Others Contribute
Speaker (7.0), Bailey (5.1), and
Sreve Connolly (4.9) highlighted
Yankee performances on the parallel bars, while teammates Dean
Noritake (6.6) and Bailey (6.4)
scored well on the high bar.
Allan Miller performed a winning routine on the rings. Bailey
and Noritake also tallied in the
final event of the meet.

'63 Summer Class
Seeks Members

The Hamilon t.'lass of Swnmer
1963 is seeking members for a 10
year reunion. All current students
are requested to aid in locating
missing grads. Have graduates call
Donna Gold at 837-4550 or Barbara Klein Parent at 654-2448 (after 7 p.m.)
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GIRLS' SPORTS

GAA Has Active Program
The Girls' City Bowling Tournament was held at Midtown bowling
alley on March 24. Girls from thirty
schools participated. Hamilton's
"A," or varsity team, placed sixth.
Members of the varsity team are
Debbie Buller, Juanita Merchant,
Diane Parker, and Robin Zweig.
The "B" team placed fifth. Linda
Volp won a high game trophy for
bowling, a 191. Other members of the
"B" team are Nina Golden, Kim
Morrow, Nancy Odens.
Mrs. Rosetta Brown is the bowling
league sponsor.
Another annual Sports Day program was held at Hollywood yesterday. Crenshaw will hold another
Wednesday, and one May 9. All paid
GAA members are eligible to participate.
The athletic activities offered are

swimming, tennis, basketball, softball, badminton, gymnastics, volleyball, ~d modem dancing. Last year
Hamilton won the Sports Day trophy.

*

*

This year's GAA Mother-Daughter
Banquet will be held at Fox and
HoWlds Restaurant in Beverly Hills.
The banquet will be on May 29 at
6:30. Tickets can be purchased in the
Garls' Phys. Ed. office.
The results of the GAA elections
will be annoWlced and awards and
trophies will be awarded.

Patronize Fed
Advertiser's

YOUR MOTORCYCLE EMPORIUM

SALES- New & Used
SERVICE (Free PicN!p)
PARTS, ACCESSORIES

"Get Ready for Summer Riding"
9320 W. Plco
271-5211 (112 mile west of Robertson)

2n-1020

Harold's Auto Supply
Machine and MuHier Shop
9076 Washington Boulevard

The Pinball Wizard
Amusement Arcade
3411 OVERLAND
( llh bloch north of Palms Blvd.)
NEXT TO PIECE 0' PIZZA

• PINBALL MACHINE
• AIR HOCKEY
• FUN ARCADE MACHINES
ETC •••

Open Sunday 'til 2

870-5533

839-2425
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WuY llVf ANYWHERE EUE ~EN
YOU CAN UVE IN A CO·OP?
lt Stutints '1/JIIJit,frlbt IUfl£ 11141tllft
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12 noon-midnight
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Track F·nals at Pa Today

Hamilton thinclads will join a sixteam competition to decide the fate
of the Western League finals today
at Pali High.
Scheduled events include the 100,
220, and 440 yard dashes, 880. mile
and two mile rum;, 120 high hurdles
and 180 lows, both relays 1440 and
miie), and four field events (long
jump, high jump, pole vault, and
shot put). The top four qualifier,:; in
each event will compete in city
quarter-finals.
Held under a cold and misty Palisades sky, league prelims went on
as usual last Friday, April 27. All
running events, excluding the two
mile run and both relays, were subject to preliminary judgement. Crenshaw's Cougars topped all track
squads with 17 qualifiers, while the
Pali Dolphins, Western League dualmeet champions, earned 13 spots.
Close behind were the Yankees with
10, Westchester Comets, 8, University Warriors, 3, and Venice Gondoliers, 2.
Yankee hurdler Steve Harris opened the festivities with an easy
14.9 victory in the 120 highs against
Crenshaw opponents Jimmy Dukes

and James Stewart lnot the actor).
Michael Hilton, Hami's other contender. was outstepped by another
Crenshaw athlete, James Watson,
but notch('d a 15.2. Dennis Morrison, Hamilton's star in the 180 lows,
flashed through the tape in 20.1 seconds to take the first heat, but team.
mate Hilton 120.3) was right on his
heels. Watson broke away from Harris on the last hurdle but both run. ners qualified for finals with respective 19.9 and 20.4 second-heat clockings. Consequently, the hurdle com~tition will be just another historical
battle between Hamilton and Crenshaw.
Larry Otis took an entire halfmile cour~ in stride and gave Hamilton a second place effort behind
Pali's Pete Taylor with a fine
2:01.0 on a slightly damp track.
Otis' comrade, Dan Buhl, qualified
with a fourth in the second heat
afler getting off to a good start.
Buhl's 2:01.8 was one-tenth of a second faster than the third place tal-

Swing Late

As Westchester and Venice fought
it out for the league title, Hamilton's
big guns went to work trying to fight
their way through Western League
swimming prelims and into finals.
In an interview with Jim Sanders
and Mark Wasserman before the
meet, while they were shaving their
bodies, Sanders stated, "I'm confident in the 100 yard backstroke,
but I am going against a very tough
field." 'Wimp' was also asked who
would be his toughest opponent. He
replied. "Brad Levie from Uni in the
100 yard backstroke."
As it turned out, Sanders qualified
for the finals by overwhelming his
heat. He then floated to victory in a
time of 101.8, in one of the most
exciting events of the meet. Sanders,
who miraculously came back from
a broken collar bone last January,
also qualified for the city pre-lims
in the 50 yard freestyle and the 200
yard medley relay.
Co-captain
Mar"k
Wasserman
placed third in the 100 yard butterfly and in the 200 yard medley
t·elay, but failed to qualify in the
50 yard freestyle for City competition.
Other standouts for the Yanks
were: Fred Schindler and Scott Hottz
in th·e 200 yard medley relay, securing a spot for the Yanks in City eom-

ly on the official's scorE'card, but
the meet continued in normal fashion.
Rodney Edmonds qualified in the
mile run with a 4: 37.4 on a track
that was still filled with gusty winds
from a pair of 9.9 100's. Morrison's
10.4 100 also caused part of the
draft and earned him a spot in the
fastest event.
Cokey Brown notched Rami's last
qualification with a 23.0 220. Brown
will face tough competition from
Pali's Deveryle Jones and Crenshaw's Wendell Tyer in the quest
of a successful sprint in the J-shaped
lay-out.
Today's WeStern League finals will
have no bearing on this season's
dual meet competition.
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Sanders on Steak;
Baseballers City Meets Ahead
Despite a Dale Emmer blast over
the right-center field fence and a
two for three day by Billy Curtis, the
Mighty Cellar Sweepers succumbed
to Venice 11..2.
Yankee pitchers gave up six walks,
a double, and a single in a seven
run Gondolier fourth inning. Mike
Hile stymied the Yankees, striking
out 11, while walking only two.
Making up a game which had
been rained out, the Yanks drew first
blood against Venice in the second
inning when they put two singles
and an error together for a run.
Venice hurler Mike Rile was magnificen:t, giving up only two hits
while striking out 14 Rami batters.
Although giving up only four hits,Yul
Moore walked eight batters and had
three errors bhind him. The Big Green Machine slipped a
cog as Crenshaw mutilated Yankee
pitching for 18 runs.
Hamilton remained consistent in
the seventh inning commiting ten
errors. Hamilton managed to ruin
the shut-out, scoring one run in the
seventh inning. The final score of 181 was the Yankees' worSt defeat all
season.

petition; and Robert Mawer in the
100 yard butterfly and Robert Davis
in the 400 yard freestyle.
Bill Childers unbelieveingly swept
top honors in the "B" class of the
diving competition with some fantastic dives. Jeff Bailey, having a
very disappointing day, placed fourth
in the same class.
City prelims were held yesterday
at Santa· Monica College. Results
w<'r(' unavailable
dcadlin<'.

Other Top Scores
BEI<;S: Hamada (70 HH-9.:l); Myrie
(666·1:28.6); Ford (220·2:l.2); Ford
(long jump-20' 13/4): Rt•dd (100-10.2);
(;olden (220·2:l.5); Mavropohts (1320:l:22.5).
CEES: Takeyam~ (120 low hurdlesN.T.); Be.rnstein (high jll0ll)·5':l'').

Hami Golfers
Not Up to Par
With six matches gone in the
season, the Yankee golf team's record does not reflect the team's
real ability, according to Coach
Jack Epstein. The clubman's record of 2-4 is not as disappointing
as it looks.
"These kids have made some
kind of effort and have really
showed that they can play very
good golf," declared Epstein.
After the Yanks beat their first
opponent, Santa Monica, the Varsity golfers bowed to Venice. Then
Hami defeated one of the worst
teams in Western League competition, the Fairfax Lions. In the
next meet with Pali's Dolphins,
a nationally ranked squad, the
Yanks lost. Coming off the defeat
from Pali, the Yankees traveled
to Brentwood to face the Uni High
Warriors, succumbing to the Warriors as expected. However, Coach
Epstein believed that with a stroke
of luck, they would have a chance
to beat the Westchester Comets.
The sixth match of the season
against the Comets proved to be
very lop-sided· against Hamilton.

SW VLER'S Herel

And PLAYBALL has them first
Finally, a shoe that nails the cleats to the turf without nailing down the
person wearing them. The SWIVLER, a line of football, baseball and soccer
shoes with rotating spikes or cleats that provide extra speed on turns and
reduces the risk of knee , leg and ankle injuries by as much as 1>1>%.

Available in this area ..2!!!:!, at

ellA~~

THE PLAYBALL
LOCKER ROOMSPORTING GOODS

.-q(tL

''iiitlt

3301 Motor Ave. (at National)
559-4533

Open 7 days

PEUGEOT, NISHIKI
& ITAL VEGA BICYCLES

Lowest Prices. Best Setup &Guarantee Available!
~~~y
~mblil
828·7800
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3006 Wilshire, Santa Monica

*

MORE TURNING SPEED
INTERCHANGEABLE CLEATS
REDUCES INJURIES

